
DPW Proposal:

Questions from the committee:

1. What impact to the trees and marked trails? Everything will be done to minimize impact to the 

trails. If anything must be disturbed, it will be put back as it was or better. Sections may need to 

be unaccessible while work is done. 

2. What equipment will be used? Mix of light and heavy machinery. 

3. Where will machinery be brought in from and stored? The county has an easement at 536 

Norton where there's a faux driveway. The equipment will be stored back as far as possible, but 

it's possible large items will be left on the easement while work is being done. There is also an 

area behind Amanda Fielders house and behind upper Norton that needs to be addressed. 

Entry would either be through the drain basin on Viking S easement or Providence Center. 

4. Will any equipment or trailers be parked in our neighborhood? The idea is to store anything as 

far back in the easement as possible. But it's possible things could be left on the easement or 

near the street. This could include a flat trailer, Port a potty or work trailer. 

5. Will workers be parking in our neighborhood? This is also possible if workers can't park deep in 

the easement. Discussed possibility of workers parking elsewhere and using a single van to 

transport workers. 

6. What is the timeline from start of the project to finishing the project? Long estimate is 6 to 8 

months starting after June but before March. Could be 1 to 2 years before work starts since 

studies and proposals need to be done first. 

7. Estimated work hours? 6 to 8 months at worst. 

8. Will this project help with runoff behind McGraw Ct down Norton behind the houses? (540 

Norton, 542 Norton). Area behind McGraw Ct has eroded away. There used to be land back 

there to mow, but area has mowed away to the point where it’s unmanageable. 

Discharge/Runoff is coming from that area. I mentioned it would go a long way of the county 

would take care of this issue behind Mcgraw court. Possibly a trenching to force the water 

around the fence work and into the creek base. The 3 gentlemen seemed favorable to this idea 

but will get back to us with a definitive answer. 

9. Possible extension of study (green line) up to McGraw Ct Manhole as houses most affected by 

drainage issue are up by the McGraw Ct road on Norton, North Side. See above. 


